Campaign No. 2014090008, September 2014

TO:

ALL MERCEDES-BENZ CENTERS

SUBJECT:

Model 205, Model Year 2015
Check Steering Coupling Lock

Daimler AG (DAG), the manufacturer of Mercedes-Benz vehicles, has determined that in certain Model
Year 2015 C-Class vehicles the steering coupling interlock mechanism may not be properly locked.
In the event that the steering coupling interlock mechanism is not in the locked position, the sliding shaft,
which is part of the steering column, could potentially become disengaged from the steering coupling
socket due to vibrations, steering thrust, or load feedback from the road surface. This might lead to
perceptible noises, steering backlash, and in a worst case, loss of steering control, which may increase
the risk of a crash. MBUSA therefore has initiated a voluntary recall of all potentially affected vehicles
described above. An authorized Mercedes-Benz dealer will check and confirm that the steering coupling
interlock mechanism is in the locked position.
Attached is a sample copy of a letter which owners of the affected vehicles will receive.
Prior to performing this Recall Campaign:
 Please check VMI to determine if the vehicle is involved in the Campaign and if it has been
previously repaired.
 Please review the entire Recall Campaign bulletin and follow the repair procedure exactly as
described.
Please note that Recall Campaigns do not expire and may also be performed on a vehicle with a
vehicle status indicator.
Approximately 10,509 vehicles are involved.
Order No. P-RC-2014090008
This bulletin has been created and maintained in accordance with MBUSA-SLP S423QH001, Document and Data
Control, and MBUSA-SLP S424HH001, Control of Quality Records.
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Procedure
1.

Remove center and rear part of lower engine compartment paneling; refer to WIS:
AR61.20-P-1105LW.

2.

Check if steering coupling lock (A, Figure 1) is in the engaged (locked) position. Refer to WIS:
AR46.10-P-8000-01LW. (See Video.)
Note: Coupling lock (A) is engaged correctly if all of the following conditions are met:


The three journals/tabs (B) must protrude by at least 0.5 mm all around the top of coupling lock (A).



Coupling lock (A) cannot be turned by hand (without pushing coupling lock up towards steering



column).
If the coupling lock (A) is properly engaged (OK) assemble in reverse order, Procedure is complete.



Creation of a PTSS case is not required.
If coupling lock (A) is not engaged or coupling lock can be turned by hand (NOT OK) proceed to step 3.
Do not lock coupling.
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Figure 1 (Steering coupling lock [A] shown in engaged/locked position: OK)
3. Create a PTSS case in the unlikely event that the steering coupling lock (A, Figure 1) is not properly
engaged or can be turned by hand.
Note:
When creating a PTSS case, please note the following instructions:
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If steering shaft is fully inserted into coupling:
- pictures of the connection
- close steering coupling lock by rotating counterclockwise (See video). Refer to WIS:
AR46.10-P-8000-01LW, step #6. (See Video.)
- create PTSS case for documentation and return vehicle to customer
If steering shaft is not fully inserted:
- pictures of meshing between steering shaft and steering coupling
- noticeable problems for steering function (noises, play, etc.)
- create PTSS case for coordination of repair process
- Do not return vehicle to owner until repairs are completed

Warranty Information

Repair 1
Operation: Check steering coupling lock (02-8697)
Damage Code
46 940 45 8

Operation Number
02-8697

Labor Time (hrs.)
0.3

Repair 2
Operation: Check steering coupling lock (02-8697)*
Create PTSS case (02-8699)
Damage Code
46 940 45 8

Operation Number
02-8697
02-8699

Note
Operation Number labor times are subject to change.
*Includes locking the steering coupling.
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Labor Time (hrs.)
0.3
0.2

